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Abstract: Scanning electron microscopy based automated mineralogy (SEM-AM) is a combined
analytical tool initially designed for the characterisation of ores and mineral processing products.
Measurements begin with the collection of backscattered electron (BSE) images and their handling with
image analysis software routines. Subsequently, energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDS) are gained at
selected points according to the BSE image adjustments. Classification of the sample EDS spectra against
a list of approved reference EDS spectra completes the measurement. Different classification algorithms
and four principal SEM-AM measurement routines for point counting modal analysis, particle analysis,
sparse phase search and EDS spectral mapping are offered by the relevant software providers.
Application of SEM-AM requires a high-quality preparation of samples. Suitable non-evaporating
and electron-beam stable epoxy resin mixtures and polishing of relief-free surfaces in particles and
materials with very different hardness are the main challenges. As demonstrated by case examples in
this contribution, the EDS spectral mapping methods appear to have the most promising potential for
novel applications in metamorphic, igneous and sedimentary petrology, ore fingerprinting, ash particle
analysis, characterisation of slags, forensic sciences, archaeometry and investigations of stoneware
and ceramics. SEM-AM allows the quantification of the sizes, geometries and liberation of particles
with different chemical compositions within a bulk sample and without previous phase separations.
In addition, a virtual filtering of bulk particle samples by application of numerous filter criteria is
possible. For a complete mineral phase identification, X-ray diffraction data should accompany the
EDS chemical analysis. Many of the materials which potentially could be characterised by SEM-AM
consist of amorphous and glassy phases. In such cases, the generic labelling of reference EDS spectra
and their subsequent target component grouping allow SEM-AM for interesting and novel studies on
many kinds of solid and particulate matter which are not feasible by other analytical methods.

Keywords: scanning electron microscope; mineral liberation analysis; raw materials; resource
technology; granular material; petrology

1. Introduction

During the last decade, software developments in Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) provoked
a notable increase of applications to the study of solid matter. The mineral liberation analysis for
the optimisation of mineral processing of metal ores is the economic and thus important drive for
innovations which led to various SEM application software versions. These combine the assessment
of the backscattered electron (BSE) image to the directed steering of the electron beam for energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) to various measurement routines of Automated Mineralogy
applications. The term Automated Mineralogy (AM) does not have a proper definition and is used
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in somewhat varying meanings. However, as artificial materials can be analysed by this technology
too, Automated Materials Characterisation may be used in addition. The term Auto-SEM-EDS can
delineate the instrumental combination. Despite a wide distribution of SEM instruments in material
research, geosciences and industry, the potential of SEM-based Automated Mineralogy (SEM-AM) is
still under-utilised. Characterisation of primary ores, and the optimisation of comminution, flotation,
mineral concentration and metallurgical processes in the mining industry by generating quantified
reliable data is still the major application field of SEM-AM [1–8]. However, there arises interesting
economic and scientific potential beyond the classical fields. Geometallurgy, ore fingerprinting and
applications in petrology are still closely related topics [9–14]. Slags, pottery, stoneware and artefacts
can be studied in an archaeological context for recognition of provenance and trade routes, but also for
the better understanding of their production processes [15–18]. Soil and solid particles of all kinds
are objects in forensic science [19–21]. SEM-based Automated Mineralogy allows novel insight in the
fields of process chemistry and recycling technology [22–24].

Here, we refer to the main and principle hard- and software components and their combinations
to the advanced SEM-based Automated Mineralogy, beyond the pioneering compilations [2,14,25–32].
Potentials and limits of the SEM-AM technology are presented in case studies dealing with metamorphic
petrology, ore fingerprinting, slags and firing experiments on archaeological pottery.

2. Principles and Limits of SEM-Based Automated Mineralogy

2.1. Basic Measurement Routines

Common to all SEM-AM systems is the combination of a hardware platform and a specific image
analysis and processing software. Almost every scanning electron microscope (SEM) can be used as a
hardware platform for AM. For the use in AM, the SEM needs additional internal main boards and
must have a high vacuum operation mode. The required pressure range is on the order of 10−5 to
10−7 Pa. Tungsten cathodes and field emission guns are offered as the electron sources. As long-term
stability of the electron beam is required for automated measurements, the field emission guns can be
recommended, but tungsten cathodes are economically favourable. SEMs for automated mineralogy
are often equipped with two or more EDS spectrometers to increase the count rate of X-rays and
subsequently the speed of analysis. A large sample chamber is advantageous to allow a larger number
of samples to be analysed in one measurement session. The SEM should have a very accurate stage
movement which allows a precise positioning in small intervals. An excellent BSE detector is crucial
for good analysis results. The BSE image quality and especially BSE image stability is a critical factor
for SEM-AM analysis, as the image is used, in combination with the EDS spectrum, for mineral or
phase discrimination. To allow constant BSE image grey levels, fixed working distances must be set
prior to measurement. This ensures that a specific mineral or phase always has the same BSE image
grey level, as long the image calibration is constant. Usually, the BSE image grey level can be calibrated
with reference materials with different BSE grey levels, as gold (very bright), copper (intermediate)
and quartz (dark grey). When copper or quartz are used for the BSE image grey level calibration,
then particulate materials with dark or intermediate BSE grey levels as many industrial ashes or slags
(reported below) are better resolved in the images.

The BSE image analysis and processing software controls the automated to semi-automated
measurements and allows thorough data processing and comprehensive results extraction. After the
collection of a BSE image for a given frame or area, several steps of image processing are performed.
As an example, the FEI-MLA software (version 3.1.4, FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) versions
involve:

(1) Background removal
(2) De-agglomeration
(3) Clean-up of undersized particles and/or of particles touching the frame boundary
(4) Segmentation of internal particle structures
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For the background removal, different values of BSE grey level can be defined. The de-agglomeration
step uses specific particle shape factors like circle ratio, rectangular ratio and a combined circle and
rectangular ratio to determine if particles are agglomerated. Subsequent routines are performed
for their separation. The clean-up function allows the deletion of undersized particles prior to the
EDS measurement. Removal of particles touching the frame boundary will avoid artefacts in grain
size distribution measurement. At the final segmentation step, the grain boundaries in a particle are
determined based on BSE grey level differences. This step also removes any polishing artefacts from
the image such as cracks or holes in the particles. A high-quality polished surface is essential for the
segmentation procedure. The image processing routines offer variable software functions for the handling
of these image analysis procedures. In addition, these image processing steps can be arranged in variable
sequences and different weighting in dependence of the sample properties. The design of the image
processing routines mostly targets the fast treatment of granular samples of ore and gangue minerals
as encountered in mineral processing studies. In non-granular samples with closed surfaces such as
petrographic thin sections or plates, most of the image processing steps cannot be performed or will need a
specific and adapted software solution. Four principal measurement routines, starting with the collection
of a BSE image with a calibrated grey tone level, can be outlined for SEM-AM technology (Figure 1):
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Figure 1. SEM Automated Mineralogy measurement methods in BSE (upper row) and classified
EDS images (lower row) of one measurement frame. Points of X-ray analyses are marked by white
or black crosses; only some points are shown. (a) EDS point counting method for quantification of
modal composition. (b) EDS particle analysis method for fast measurement of numerous particles
with presentation of their geometrical and liberation parameters. (c) EDS sparse phase search method
for detection and location of rare phases in grain mounts or thin sections. The peripheral mineral
associations are analysed within a pre-set µm-scale range of distance. (d) EDS spectral mapping
combines BSE image analysis with EDS mapping. Each grain with a distinguishable BSE grey
level is mapped by numerous single EDS analysis points and visualised as colour-coded pixels,
e.g., the red-coloured pixels signal a garnet grain.
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(1) The classical point counting method in which mineral or phase identification is determined by
one EDS analysis at each counting point (Figure 1a). This measurement uses the BSE imaging merely to
discriminate particle matter from background and then collects one EDS spectrum from each grid point
across the sample. This method only produces modal mineralogy information, such as the percentages
of the mineral or phase components of the sample. The point counting can also be implemented to
produce a line scan measurement mode that produces traditional linear intercept data. EDS spectra are
taken at a step size of one pixel in the x-direction and a user-defined y-interval determines the line
spacing. Typically, ~104–106 EDS spectra are taken at a fixed step size (for example 10 µm) per sample.
The grid step size can be chosen in dependence on the required resolution. This routine does not gather
particle sizes and shapes. However, visual information can be taken from the BSE image which is
stored during measurement. A summary of the mineral modal compositions in area % and in wt% can
be recalculated by introducing an area to each point of the grid and average densities listed in mineral
databases for each sort of EDS spectrum, respectively. A calculated chemical assay can be derived from
the mineral mode, densities and quantified mineral chemical compositions for each EDS spectrum.
The calculated assays represent an approximation of the bulk rock composition in the analysed sample
surface area and may differ from the bulk composition gained from a larger volume of material.

(2) Particle analysis by EDS (Figure 1b) has been developed for fast automated characterisation of
grain mounts with up to 106 particles, as for example encountered in milled products from mining and
mineral processing. Some versions of this method use the BSE images of segmented particles to analyse
each segment with a single EDS spectrum, as a particle can be composed by several different grains.
The particle analysis uses only a comparably small number of EDS analyses to define all particles in a
sample. The geometrical parameters of particles and grains as well as their liberation characteristics
are extracted from the acquired data. This measurement routine allows the quantification of sizes,
geometries, associations and liberation of particles with different chemical compositions within a bulk
sample and without previous phase separations. In contrast, this is not possible by conventional
sedimentological particle size and size distribution analysis methods.

(3) Sparse phase search (Figure 1c) combines a backscattered electron (BSE) grey tone value trigger
and single spot EDS spectral analysis of grains. Grains are selected to be measured by EDS when they
match the grey tone level of the defined and pre-set BSE grey level range. These specific grains of
interest can then be measured either with a single EDS analysis or the spectral mapping technique
(reported below). Not only the sparse phase grain of interest but also its surrounding minerals or the
complete particle are analysed within a pre-set µm-scale range of distance. This is also appropriate for
massive rock applications, such as in thin sections and drill cores, where mineral liberation data is not
relevant. When the BSE grey level trigger is set to high and bright values, this enables the detection
of rare phases with such BSE grey levels, such as gold or platinum group minerals. The method
also allows grain counts, phase area estimates, and the recording of geometrical grain parameters of
sparse phase grains of interest. However, it does not provide bulk mineralogy information, as only
selected particles in the sample are analysed. The selectivity of the sparse phase search measurement
is designed to efficiently measure liberation of trace minerals in tailings and low-grade feed ores.
The method also can be followed by further routines, as a subsequent imaging and spectral mapping
at a higher magnification.

(4) Spectral mapping by EDS (Figure 1d) combines BSE image analysis with EDS spectral mapping.
It employs a narrow grid (= mapping) of single EDS spectra on both granular and non-granular
samples. The mapping can be performed by defined BSE image grey level triggers or by EDS spectrum
triggers. Grains which are not selected for EDS mapping will be analysed with a single EDS spectrum.
The method is applied where fine details of mineral intergrowths are of interest, especially in particles
where grains with similar BSE grey levels and thus similar average atomic numbers (z-numbers) but
different chemical compositions are associated and thus cannot be segmented. Such features are not
applicable by the particle analysis method. In contrast to the point counting method, the geometrical
parameters of particles and grains are fully extracted from the BSE image and the related EDS data.
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2.2. Software and Hardware Solutions for Measurement Routines

The image analysis and processing software controls the automated to semi-automated
measurements and allows thorough data processing and comprehensive results extraction. Most of the
AM providers bundle their image analysis software to their own SEM hardware, such as TESCAN,
ZEISS and FEI (now part of Thermo Fisher Scientific). Others allow the usage of their software at any
hardware, such as the vendors of EDS spectrometers as Oxford Instruments and Bruker. Summaries of
software suites, in common use at present, are described in the following.

An important feature which is poorly explained in the software manuals is the classification of the
EDS spectra as a mineral or phase. Such a spectrum is generated by the digital pulse processing of
the signals from an X-ray-collecting silicon drift detector and expressed by normalised counts/s per
channels along the keV scale (Figure 2). Classification means the comparison of such a single sample
EDS spectrum to an extensive list of reference EDS spectra. The FEI-MLA software allows a list of
250 reference spectra; other AM systems can handle more spectra or derivational specific parameters.
According to this comparison, the sample EDS spectrum is assigned to the matching reference EDS
spectrum. For example, a sample EDS spectrum is assigned to “Albite” when it matches a reference
EDS spectrum which has been labelled as “Albite” from the reference EDS spectra list. This list of
reference EDS spectra can be compiled by various procedures. Reference EDS spectra can be gained
from the sample and/or known reference materials and furnished with corresponding mineral names
and/or by generic labels derived from elemental analysis [33,34]. It is also possible to build up a list by
constructing synthetic reference EDS spectra by suitable software.
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Figure 2. EDS spectra classification modes. Channels 1–35 along the keV scale are not considered
and values > 2 of keV scale are omitted for presentation. Scales have been adjusted for visualisation.
(a) FEI-QEMSCAN software: The sample spectrum is segmented by embracing several channels and
compared to a list of reference spectra. Note slightly different counts for Al in the reference spectra.
The reference spectra have user-defined minimum and maximal counts, and positions in the keV scale
for each segment. The comparison to the range of reference spectra is performed by the “first match
principle”. (b) FEI-MLA software: A Chi-Square test is performed for comparison of the sample EDS
spectrum to each of the reference spectra in the list. The comparison to the list of reference spectra is
performed by the “best match principle”, within user-defined probability limits.

QEMSCAN or Quantitative Evaluation of Minerals by SCANning Electron Microscopy
(FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA) is the oldest of all AM solutions, but the sale is terminated
now. However, QEMSCAN systems are still in use all over the world. The software suite is bundled
to the SEM hardware platforms by the FEI Company. The data acquisition has a strict X-ray centric
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approach. This means that, from each analysis point, both X-ray spectra and BSE grey value are
acquired in a measurements grid (comparable to classical point counting). Thus, the level of detail of the
analysis is dependent on the distances in the grid of analysis points. While measured, EDS spectra are
acquired and saved for each analysis point. The EDS spectra of the measurement are compared against
a Species Identification Protocol (SIP). For the SIP, the count rate information from single channels
along the keV scale is condensed (Figure 2a). Two methods of SIP to EDS spectrum comparison can
be used. The first (and older one) is the peak intensities method, which compares the exact energy
ranges of the elements and the number of X-ray photons in the energy range. The second (and younger
one) is the concentrations method which simulates the acquired EDS spectrum by a synthetically
computed spectrum. Following this, the elemental composition of the synthetic spectrum is calculated.
The concentrations of elements present in the calculation for the spectra are compared against the
reference calculations in the SIP. For mineral identification, QEMSCAN uses a first match principle
(Figure 2a). This means that, when a matching entry in the SIP list is found, the following entries are
not considered anymore [35]. The software for data processing and results extraction is powerful and
complex but requires an expert user.

Five types of measurement modes can be applied in QEMSCAN measurement software
(version 5.3.2., FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA), BMA (Bulk Mineral Analysis), PMA (Particle
Mineral Analysis), SMS (Specific Mineral Search), TMS (Trace Mineral Search) and FieldImage/FieldScan.
The BMA mode is a one-dimensional line scan measurement mode which collects EDS data from the
x-direction in an x–y coordinates grid only. Before EDS acquisition, the background is distinguished
from the particles using a BSE threshold. Only analysis points falling on a particle are measured.
As the full sample area is not measured, but lines of intersection on the particles, BMA is a very fast
measurement mode. However, only modal mineralogy, calculated assay, estimated particle and grain
sizes and mineral association data are obtained. PMA mode is an EDS mapping measurement mode
which analyses the full sample area. A custom mapping resolution can be set by defining the interval of
analysis points. A false colour mineral map is stored for every single particle, but not a full field map as
in FieldImage mode. Before EDS acquisition, the background is distinguished from the particles using
a BSE threshold, so that particles are analysed, but not the background. In PMA mode, all particles are
analysed, unless a specific filter criterium, for example, the upper particle size was set. From the PMA
measurement mode, the full range of results provided by the QEMSCAN software can be extracted.
This includes quantitative modal mineralogy, grain sizes, mineral association data, liberation and
locking statistics. The SMS and TMS measurement modes are search modes which can be used to find
minerals of interest which are present in low amounts or in traces in the sample material. Only particles
containing matching mineral grains will be analysed but not the full sample area. Typical examples
for areas of application of the SMS mode are the investigation of sulphides in tailings or the search
for penalty element-bearing minerals in concentrates. A typical example for an area of application
of the TMS mode is the search for precious metal grains in the sample material. The SMS and TMS
modes use a custom BSE grey value as a threshold for searching. For these measurement modes,
the analytical procedure is similar to PMA. As only a subpopulation of particles in the sample is
analysed, SMS and TMS do not provide bulk mineral information. However, the list of results is similar
to PMA, with respect to the mineral selective acquisition of data. The FieldImage mode (also known
as FieldScan) is an EDS mapping measurement mode which is typically applied to thin sections or
coarse-grained particles. It is comparable with the classical point counting procedure at an optical light
microscope. FieldImage analyses the full sample area. From each field, a false colour mineral map
is stored, so that a composite image of the sample can be produced after measurement. Before EDS
acquisition, the background is distinguished from the particles using a BSE threshold, so that only
measurement points falling on particles are analysed. The FieldImage mode allows the quantification
of the modal mineralogy but also investigating textures and fabrics of larger samples [25,29,36]

By the MLA or Mineral Liberation Analysis software (FEI Company MLA) for each analysis point,
a full EDS spectrum is stored during analysis. After completion of the measurement, the spectra are
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compared (= classified) against a list of reference EDS spectra. The comparison is performed using
a Chi-Square difference test. Here, the full spectrum pattern is compared against all the reference
spectra pattern. The sample spectrum classification is based on a best match principle. This means that
the sample EDS spectrum will be assigned according to the reference EDS spectrum with the highest
matching score or probability according to the Chi-Square difference test (Figure 2b). The matching score
or probability of match can be selected and adjusted. When a sample EDS spectrum has no matching
reference EDS spectrum within the given probability of match, it will be classified as “unknown”.
As the reference EDS spectra can be directly gained from the sample and receive then their labelling
from the operator, the compilation of the reference spectra list is comparably time-saving, simple and
user-friendly. This considerably facilitates the characterisation of complex artificial materials as slags
or ashes. The composition could be qualitatively estimated by an EDS analysis at the same location
where the reference EDS spectrum has been gained. However, as not every single elemental peak is
compared one-to-one, complex spectrum pattern, showing many peaks or several neighbouring peaks,
can cause misidentification. To overcome this issue, advanced classification rules can be used to allow,
force or deny specific elements.

Four types of measurement modes can be applied in the FEI-MLA measurement software
(version 3.1.4., FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA), the point counting modal analysis XMOD,
a particle analysis routine labelled as XBSE, a sparse phase search routine labelled as SPL, and an EDS
spectral mapping mode, named as GXMAP. These principal measurement methods are completed
by subroutines, which are designed for the automated collection of reference EDS spectra. For the
sparse phase measurement method, subroutines including double zoom or combinations with spectral
mapping are also available.

Another AM solution software is TIMA-X (TESCAN Integrated Mineral Analyzer TIMA) (TESCAN
ORSAY HOLDING, a.s., Brno, Czech Republic). TIMA-X is based on TESCANs MIRA or VEGA SEM
platforms. The software was introduced in 2012. Depending on the analysis mode, the sequence of
analytical steps is different. Four acquisition modes are available for TIMA-X. In the ‘High Resolution
Mapping’ mode (resembling EDS spectral mapping), from every measurement point, the BSE signal is
taken first. For points above the background BSE threshold, the EDS spectrum is acquired subsequently.
BSE and EDS spectra are collected in the same regular grid. Thus, it is very precise but slow and
can be used for analysis of samples having complex textures or when a high mapping resolution
is required. The ‘Dot Mapping’ mode starts like ‘High Resolution Mapping’, by collecting the BSE
signal in a high-resolution grid. This is followed by the low-resolution EDS spectrum acquisition in a
somewhat wider grid than the BSE grid. Again, the BSE signal is used to exclude areas of background,
such as epoxy resin, from analysis. The BSE signal is not only used for background removal, but also
for particle segmentation. This mode is faster than the ‘High Resolution Mapping’ mode, but still
enables precise and detailed analysis results. In the ‘Point Spectrometry’ mode (resembles particle
analysis), a high-resolution BSE image grid is collected to detect areas of background and identify areas
of constant BSE image grey levels (homogeneous segments) in the particles. Each segment is analysed
using a single EDS spectrum acquisition point in the centre of the segment. The whole segment
will be assigned to the mineral which corresponds to the composition of the single EDS spectrum
point. It should be noted that minerals having similar BSE image grey level, but different chemical
composition exist. Thus, the ‘Point Spectrometry’ mode can lead to wrong results if such minerals occur
together in a sample. This mode is very fast, but less precise and should be used only if a good BSE
image grey level contrast among the phases is ensured. The ‘Line Mapping’ mode starts by acquiring
the high-resolution BSE image grid for background and particle segment identification. The EDS
spectrum points are placed in short regular distances on horizontal lines. The distance between these
lines are larger. After EDS spectrum acquisition, the lines are divided into linear sections using BSE
and EDS signal information. This mode has a high analysis speed but does not provide the full set of
quantitative textural data, due to the one-dimensional type of analysis. TIMA-X can be operated in
four measurement analysis types, in particular, ‘Modal Analysis’, ‘Liberation Analysis’, ‘Bright Phase
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Search’ and ‘Section Analysis’. The ‘Modal Analysis’ can be used only in ‘High Resolution Mapping’
acquisition mode and is suitable especially for large area samples. ‘Liberation Analysis’ can be used
in all four acquisition modes mentioned above. This analysis type is most suitable for particulate
materials and delivers modal information, process mineralogy-related parameters such as mineral
liberation as well as textural information. The ‘Bright Phase Search’ analysis type can be used to search
for rare phases. The BSE signal, chemical composition, or both can be used as a threshold for searching.
This analysis type can be used in all acquisition modes, except ‘Line mapping’. ‘Section Analysis’ can
be used in all four acquisition modes and is designed for the analysis of thin sections. The classification
of the sample EDS spectra is performed already online during the measurement. The mineral or phase
identification is performed by comparison of the sample spectra against a library. The library consists
of mineral definition rules which can be either determined automatically from standard spectra or are
calculated from a theoretical composition or are user-defined. Multiple information can be used here
in combination such as BSE image grey levels, EDS spectral counts and/or their ratios. In addition,
information from other detectors such as cathodoluminescence (CL) or secondary electrons (SE) can be
used for mineral identification. The elemental composition of the minerals can be computed from the
EDS spectra directly for library entry, if the theoretical stoichiometric composition does not satisfy.
This produces first results already by the time when the analysis is finished. The TIMA-X software has
an integrated quantitative EDS analysis which allows the calculation of the elemental composition of
minerals directly from TIMA-X measurement data [14,37].

The SEM-AM software (Carl Zeiss Microscopy Ltd., Cambridge, UK) routines labelled as
Mineralogic Mining are bundled to the SEM instruments ZEISS SIGMA and EVO. The MinSCAN
Ruggedized SEM platform allows the application even in a mine-site environment. Mineralogic
Mining features four measurement modes: mapping, spot centroid, feature scan and line scan.
A high-resolution BSE image is always taken first. There is a measurement routine which uses the
different BSE image grey levels to classify the minerals. As this mode does not acquire EDS spectra,
it is the fastest analysis mode. However, there is no published information about the quality of results.
The ‘mapping analysis’ is comparable to point counting in optical light microscopy. This full analysis
method is accurate but slow. ‘Spot centroid analysis’ is a particle analysis routine and measures the
centre of each segment in the BSE-segmented grains within particles. The composition of this analysis
point is then assigned to the segment. Due to the low number of analysis points, the analysis is very fast,
but susceptible to BSE image grey level related issues (see explanations in section TESCAN-TIMA-X).
The ‘feature scan’ mode, an EDS spectral mapping routine also segments the particles, using BSE signal
information, but uses an X-ray grid to measure the particles. The EDS spectra of each segment are
summarised, and the average composition is assigned to the segment. This mode is placed between
‘mapping analysis’ and ‘spot centroid analysis’ in speed and accuracy. The ‘line scan’ analysis mode
measures EDS spectra of points along horizontal lines which go through the centre of the particles.
This is a fast analysis mode which provides valid bulk mineralogy results and gives an indication about
textural information. The full quantitative EDS spectrum classification is performed already during
the measurement. Thus, the analysis results are ready when the analysis is finished. The elemental
composition of a mineral is quantified directly from its EDS spectrum [32,38].

The Advanced Mineral Identification and Characterization System AMICS was developed by
Ying Gu, the original inventor of Mineral Liberation Analysis (MLA) software (Bruker Nano GmbH,
Berlin, Germany), and purchased by Bruker in 2016. There is no direct bundle of AMICS to a hardware
platform, as Bruker does not produce SEM instruments. AMICS analysis starts with a high-resolution
BSE image acquisition. After several image processing steps, this is followed by EDS spectra acquisition.
The mineral identification is performed online during analysis. This allows direct results extraction
after analysis. AMICS software allows for calculating relative error for modal data. [39,40]

The INCAMineral software as a part of the INCAFeature particle analysis solution (Oxford
Instruments plc, High Wycombe, UK) was launched in 2012. AZtecMineral was introduced in 2019
(Oxford Instruments) and is part of the AZtecFeature particle analysis system. Both products are not
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SEM bundled but can be used with a wide range of SEM instruments. At the beginning of analysis, a BSE
image is taken and processed. This is followed by EDS spectra acquisition. The mineral identification
is made online during analysis based on measured chemical composition. The classification can be
based on single element measurements or ratios of elements. The results of analysis can be explored in
the software but can be exported to HSC Chemistry software too [30,41–43].

2.3. Uncertainties and Problems of Phase Identification by EDS Spectra

The SEM-based Automated Mineralogy usually claims that minerals can be identified by their
EDS spectrum, as is exemplified in Figure 2 by the feldspar mineral albite. However, this cannot
be fully correct, as minerals are characterised in the first place by their crystal lattice in XRD and
only in the second place by their elemental composition as given by quantification through an EDS
spectrum. In consequence, the identification of a mineral or a phase by its EDS spectrum remains
incomplete, as it considers only the elemental composition. In addition, an identification by the
chemical composition alone is severely hampered by the occurrence of numerous minerals which
crystallise as solid solution. There are examples of minerals with identical chemical composition,
but different crystal structure, as ilmenite and pseudorutile (reported below). A further challenge of
mineral identification and discrimination are minerals having rather similar elemental composition.
Magnetite (Fe3O4), for example, is composed of 72 wt% Fe and 28 wt% O, where hematite (Fe2O3)
is composed of 70 wt% Fe and 30 wt% O. For both minerals, the EDS spectra look relatively similar
and the slight differences in the Fe and O peaks cannot be resolved. In such cases, the BSE image grey
level is used as an additional differentiation criterion. However, a specific BSE contrast and brightness
calibration is needed for such a measurement.

Another aspect is that the detection range of EDS spectrometers does not cover the whole
periodic system of elements. The first light elements, H, He, Li, and Be cannot be detected by EDS
spectrometers, due to their design. This causes specific problems in mineral identification. Hydrogen
and/or water are components of numerous minerals. As they cannot be detected, minerals such as
gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O) and anhydrite (CaSO4) cannot be differentiated. In addition, albite cannot
be distinguished from zeolites that contain H2O (Figure 3a,b). Thus, a naming of the phase in the
form of ‘mineral A/mineral B’ is required, in order to show that it can be either the one or the other.
The elements lithium and beryllium occur in several minerals in significant amounts. As both are
not detectable by EDS, additional data, such as X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis or XRF bulk sample
composition, are required to identify the Li or Be-bearing minerals. Fortunately, the majority of Li or
Be-bearing minerals have often characteristic other elemental ratios outside of Li and Be, so that they
can be identified and differentiated by these specific characteristics. For the lithium-bearing minerals
petalite and spodumene, this has been shown [44], as they can be distinguished by their different
Si/Al ratios (Figure 3c,d). The micas are a mineral family with a wide range of solid solution along
different single and coupled element substitution vectors combined to the occasional occurrence of
lithium (Figure 3e,f). Mineralogical expertise is required here for a clarification. There are numerous
examples of complex composed minerals in nature, as for instance the REE-bearing minerals [33].
Such minerals have numerous peaks und subpeaks of EDS at different energy levels (Figure 3h).
Additionally, the REE-bearing mineral groups are characterised by the occurrence of H2O, CO3 and F at
low energy levels, whereas the peaks for the light REE show considerable interferences at intermediate
energy levels (Figure 3h). Phases showing numerous peaks in their EDS spectrum can be expected in
artificial products, as slags or ashes too (Figure 3g). Such phases often consist of glass or amorphous
material which cannot be characterised and identified by XRD. In such cases, not a mineral naming but
a generic labelling of the reference EDS spectra offers a pathway for the successful characterisation of
these materials by SEM-AM [33,34].
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Figure 3. Challenges for classification of EDS spectra. (a,b) Two different phases have similar element
contents. One of the phases contains H2O which can not be detected by EDS. (c,d) The element Li cannot
be detected by EDS. Different Al/Si ratios of the minerals and independent detection of Li by another
method (XRF of the bulk sample) allow a distinction. (e,f) Example of the widely ramified mineral group
of mica. Some members of the mica mineral group have the undetectable element Li. The Al/Si and Fe/Mg
ratios vary due to substitutions. (g,h) EDS spectra with numerous peaks. In the REE-bearing mineral
bastnaesite, many peaks are close together at the low energy range while overlapping peaks of LREE at
higher energy ranges complicate element identification and quantification. Artificial materials like sewage
sludge ash (SSA) bear many elements in unusual combinations which are rarely realised in nature.

3. Sample Preparation and Related Issues

An optimal sample preparation is a crucial step for any SEM-AM analytical success. There are
several possible sample types that can be analysed with SEM-AM. It depends on the size of the SEM
sample chamber and the configuration of the holder systems. For granular and particulate matter,
preparations as grain mounts in round epoxy blocks with 25, 30 and 40 mm in diameter are mostly
used. Petrographic glass-mounted thin or thick sections (standard size is 48 × 28 mm) are often used
for preparation of compact and massive matter as rocks. It is also possible to produce thin grain
mounts with 25 mm in diameter on glass. It is necessary that round blocks and samples on glass can
be mounted parallel to the BSE detector and perpendicular to the electron beam.

For samples of granular, particulate and non-compact matter, as broken, grinded or hand-picked
single grains, the grain mounts in epoxy blocks are the best form to prepare [45]. Because most
of the AM software packages are not able to separate grains with the same grey scale in the BSE
image, it is useful to stir graphite (quality fine and pure) as a distance material into the epoxy resin
blocks [45,46]. Some granular sample materials show a wide range of densities among the phases.
Thus, when the material is stirred with the graphite-saturated epoxy resin, there will occur phase
separation with gradation of particles with high densities and with large grain sizes toward the bottom
of the block. While analysing the polished bottom of such a block, the less dense and small grains will
be missed. For these kinds of samples, the round block will be cut into vertical slices. These slices
will be remounted as a vertical section [47,48]. With some EDS detectors, it is possible to also study
material as coals or synthetic polymers. Because the BSE grey value of this organic matter is the
same as for epoxy resin, one should use an alternative embedding material [49]. Carnauba wax can
replace the epoxy resin [50], but it is a very soft substance and not easy to polish. For better stability,
carnauba wax blocks of 25 mm can be double mounted in epoxy resin blocks of 30 mm diameter.
Another possibility is to dope the epoxy resin with iodoform [49,51]. The epoxy resin then has a higher
molecular number than the organic matter and can be therefore extracted as background. There are
numerous sorts of epoxy resin available. In addition, the filler and hardener proportions can be varied.
The main difficulty is to choose an epoxy resin which hardens within convenient time frames and
temperature conditions, which does not evaporate under high vacuum conditions and which remains
stable under the electron beam of 25 kV. Continuous application tests are the recommended way to
solve the problem.
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The preparation of thin and thick sections is quite simple if the sample material is massive,
solid, compact and dry. If the sample is porous and or brittle, a previous impregnation with epoxy
resin stabilizes the material before sawing. There are several authors, which describe the procedure of
thin section production [52,53]. For the lapping of the sample material previous to the mounting on
glass, mostly silicon carbide (600–1000 mesh) is used. For soft and brittle material, a SiC 1000 leads to
better results with a minimum of substance loss, instead using the SiC 600 for the standard lapping
procedure. Thin sections have the advantage that one can check the minerals or phases with an optical
microscope, if there are minerals with a close chemical composition but different optical properties.
In addition, glassy phases can be recognised under the microscope with polarised light by their optical
isotropy. This information is helpful when creating the reference EDS spectra list.

All SEM-AM analyses of grain mounts in epoxy blocks and of thin and thick sections need a
well-polished and plane surface. The polishing is always a work of craftsmanship because all materials
need a specific treatment. Mostly the polishing procedure is performed with water. If there are minerals
or materials which can be dissolved in water or react with it, they can be prepared with water free
liquids like ethylene glycol [48]. This is recommended for many sorts of industrial ashes (e.g., sewage
and power plant ashes), as these can contain anhydrite. To prevent the formation of a relief due to
different grades of hardness among the particles, it is recommended to use polishing plates covered
with hard textile cloths. Polishing plates with embedded diamonds reduce the relief. If there are
ore minerals or soft metals or minerals, soft polishing cloths with long fibres will give convenient
results. The polishing procedure is performed in several successive steps (3 to 5 steps, dependent on
the material) with decreasing grain sizes, e.g., abrasive papers followed by grinding and polishing
powders on textile cloth. It is not advised to use the traditional polishing plates with lead-bearing
alloys. Although they produce relief-free surfaces due to the fixed polishing grains, a severe sample
contamination by the lead cannot be excluded. Diamond powder with lubricant or diamond paste with
a grain size of 1 µm on textile cloths is very effective for the last step of polishing. It is recommended to
use a microscope with reflected light to control the results during the successive polishing steps.

A carbon coating of the polished samples for the dissipation of the impinging electrons is essential
to obtain optimal BSE images. Otherwise, even a partial charging of the sample surface will severely
hamper the analysis. The evaporation of a carbon-loaded thread under vacuum (10−4 Pa) leads to a
carbon layer with a constant and reproducible thickness of several nanometres on the underlaying
samples. The thickness of the carbon coating layer can be controlled by the carbon load of the
thread, e.g., 27 g/m load of carbon produces a layer of ~6 nm thickness on a sample surface of 50 cm2.
Alternative carbon coating methods with carbon rods and electronic thickness control are less economic.

4. Case Studies

4.1. Applications in Petrology and Applied Sedimentology

Petrological investigations on igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary rocks are mainly based
on polished thin sections. The thickness of a thin section is usually ~30 µm, which allows for optical
microscopy under transmitted polarised light. Modern in situ analytical methods with a spatial
resolution at the µm-scale as electron probe microanalysis (EPMA), laser ablation inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) require a precise
imaging and characterisation of the potential analytical target positions. Zircon, monazite and an
increasing number of other minerals (e.g., rutile, sphene, garnet) are subject of in situ radiochronology.
The suitable mineral grain sizes are <200 µm and often hardly to be detected and located by optical
microscopy. Measurement routines of SEM-AM to find rare mineral grains, labelled as sparse phase
search, initially designed for detection of gold and platinum group minerals, provide an efficient
tool for the preparation of in situ dating techniques. In the case of EPMA-Th-U-Pb monazite dating,
the potential target grains in meta-psammopelites were detected and located in thin sections by the
sparse phase search routine using a BSE grey level trigger of bright grey (i.e., >100) at a gold-calibrated
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0–254 grey scale [13,52]. A catalogue of all monazite, xenotime and zircon intermineral relationships
is gained by the measurement (Figure 4a,b). This was used to select monazite grains for detailed
investigation in BSE imaging under the SEM, and quantitative wavelength-dispersive (WDS) analysis
with EPMA. The same routine can be also used for distinguishing different generations of zircon in a
set of rhyolite samples [53].
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Figure 4. SEM-AM in metamorphic petrology applications. (a,b) Sparse phase search method as
applied for the search for monazite in micaschists. Monazite (Mnz) for EPMA-Th-U-Pb dating is
characterised by coronas of allanite (Aln) and apatite (Ap); matrix minerals are biotite (Bt), K-feldspar
(Kfs) and muscovite (Ms). (c) EDS spectral map of garnet with chemical zonation in a micaschist,
modified from [54]. The EDS spectra for garnet are generically labelled according to the contents in
Fe-Mg-Mn-Ca of a normalised analysis at the same position where the reference EDS spectrum has been
gained in a porphyroblast and the corresponding pixels are coloured (see text). Ap—apatite; Bt—biotite;
Chl—chlorite; Pl—plagioclase; Qtz—quartz. (d) EDS spectral map of a cordierite-sillimanite-garnet
gneiss (kinzigite) from Saxonian Granulite Massif. Garnet 1 (Grt1) and garnet 2 (Grt2) porphyroblast
generations can be distinguished by the lacking of Ca-rich garnet 1 core with corresponding pixels
of the EDS spectra labelled by blue colours. Sil—sillimanite. (e) EDS spectral map of a glaucophane
eclogite from metamorphic Zone 1 in Ile de Groix. EDS spectra for classification of zoned garnet are
labelled generically and the corresponding pixels are coloured.

The study of unzoned and zoned garnet in micaschists, gneisses and metabasites is of special
interest for geothermobarometry [13,54] and age dating [55]. The WDS element mapping by EPMA is
considered as the best method for the characterisation of zoned minerals. However, this method is
time-consuming and thus hardly suitable to investigate a multitude of garnet grains in a 25 × 45 mm
sized sample. Here, the EDS spectral mapping by SEM-AM provides a faster solution. The routine
produces a narrow grid of ~1600 single EDS spectra per mm2 in grains selected by a BSE grey scale
trigger. For the classification of the sample EDS spectra, a list of reference EDS spectra was established
by collecting spectra from defined parts of several zoned garnet porphyroblasts (core-mid-rim). It is
indispensable to use sample garnets for this procedure, as the spectra from the available standard garnets
and arbitrary other garnet-bearing rocks will not match due to the highly variable different element
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compositions in natural garnet solid solutions. Garnet reference spectra are further characterized
by EDS single spot elemental analyses which revealed strong variations of Fe, Mg, Mn and Ca
in the porphyroblasts. In a next step, the reference spectra were labelled in a generic way with
the corresponding garnet Fe-Mg-Mn-Ca compositions. When the pixels which correspond to the
labelled spectra are arranged in a colour scale, they visualise semi-quantitative garnet zonation maps
(Figure 4c). The measurements were classified against the reference EDS spectra list with a high
degree of probability of match [13,54]. The spectral mapping allowed for selecting garnets with a
well-developed and complete concentrical chemical zonation out of dozens of porphyroblasts for
quantitative WDS analysis by EPMA (Figure 4d). For the EDS spectral mapping of metabasites, it is
recommended to adjust the BSE grey level trigger for an analysis of the complete sample excluding the
glass and epoxy background at the margins (30–254, based on calibration at gold 254). The reason
behind this is that the BSE grey levels of pyroxene, amphibole, biotite, chlorite, epidote and garnet in
the metabasites are relatively similar (Figure 4e).

Coarse-grained rocks or materials with grain sizes above 5 mm are problematic to be analysed
for their mineral mode and bulk rock chemical composition. For bulk rock chemical analysis,
a corresponding large volume of rock has to be comminuted and then thoroughly homogenised.
SEM-AM offers a novel way to relate the bulk material chemical data to a mineral or phase modal
content by the analysis of grain mounts from the same pulverised sample. This has been used for the
characterisation of lithologically zoned coarse-grained lithium-caesium-tantalum pegmatites [56].

The application of SEM automated mineralogy to sedimentary rocks is a fast evolving field.
An important routine application is the investigation of heavy mineral separates in provenance
studies or as a completion of bulk rock geochemical analyses [57]. Interesting applications of the
EDS spectral mapping routine have been reported from the experimental petrology of sedimentary
rocks. The mineralogical and physical property changes linked to geo-chemical alteration processes
in chalk are of great interest for the oil and gas industry. Ultra-long-term tri-axial tests enclosing the
flooding by MgCl2-brines on 7 cm long cores of a reference material (outcrop chalk from Belgium)
were performed under reservoir conditions [58]. It is shown that newly formed crystals of magnesite
containing minor calcium impurities crystallised together with clay-minerals in the fine-grained calcite
matrix. Dolomite or low- and high-Mg-calcite are not observed. Textures of larger micro-fossils
are often preserved, but the mineralogy of their shells is altered. A sharp transition zone along the
alteration front shows the highest porosity in the cores. This pattern resembles that the alterations are
driven by phase dissolution and subsequent precipitation. Compositional variations of the injection
fluid effectively control the amount of chemical reaction in chalk. This allowed for predicting changes
in geo-mechanical parameters induced by mineral replacements [58,59].

4.2. Characterisation of Granular and Particulate Raw Materials

4.2.1. The Ilmenite-to-Leucoxene Alteration Process

The development of the SEM Automated Mineralogy analytical systems was mainly driven
by the demands of mineral processing. This encloses the analysis of polished grain mounts with
particle sizes mostly < 200 µm by the particle analysis routines and increasingly by the EDS spectral
mapping measurements. The alteration of ilmenite (FeTiO3) is a near-surface process which controls
the economic value of placers. Degree and type of the ilmenite alteration also has an important
influence on the beneficiation of Ti-bearing placer sediments by magnetic and gravity separation
methods. It has been shown by ore microscopy and microprobe analyses that the alteration of ilmenite
is characterised by a continuous loss of Fe and gain of OH that finally leads to leucoxene (TiFe)3O6(OH)6.
The process can be compared to an in situ leaching of ilmenite, as often porous phases with less
density than ilmenite appear during intermediate stages. By involving powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD), the alteration sequence has been established as ilmenite-leached ilmenite/pseudorutile-leached
pseudorutile-leucoxene. The leucoxene was found to be a fine-grained polycrystalline aggregate of
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rutile [60]. By XRD, the leached ilmenite can be characterised as pseudorutile due to its changed lattice
parameters. The XRD method cannot distinguish among large crystals as a single grain and aggregates
of rutile microcrystals as leucoxene. The ilmenite alteration sequence was addressed in a novel study
by SEM-AM methods by applying a list of generically labelled reference spectra which cover the Ti-Fe
compositions of ilmenite s. str. (Ti 31, Fe 36 wt%), pseudorutile (Ti 36, Fe 28 wt%), leached pseudorutile
(Ti 40, Fe 18 wt%) and leucoxene (Ti 60, Fe < 5 wt%). About 30,000 particles in polished grain mounts
were analysed by a narrow grid (~10 × 10 µm) of single EDS spectra [61]. This measurement mode
allows to resolve chemical heterogeneities within particles showing no or only slight variations of grey
level values in their BSE image. Classification by the special Ti-Fe-spectra list provides the degree
of ilmenite-to-leucoxene alteration for each particle. The ilmenite alteration features are visualised
in detail by relating distinct colours to the pixel areas defined by EDS spectra related to different
contents of Ti-Fe, reported as Fe in wt% in the legend (Figure 5a–e). Altered ilmenite particles are
characterised by core-mantle structures with ilmenite in the cores and several successive coronas of
pseudorutile followed by leached pseudorutile and then leucoxene Ti-Fe compositions toward the
rims (Figure 5a,b). Although the leucoxene still contains small amounts of Fe (<5 wt%), it cannot
be properly distinguished from rutile (TiO2) by EDS and XRD spectra. As a consequence, particles
with the “inverse” zonation, in detail visible by leucoxene/rutile cores mantled by pseudorutile or
ilmenite-typical Ti-Fe compositions, then should be interpreted as preserved relics of initial magmatic
or metamorphic origin (Figure 5c–e). Summarising the alteration in all Ti-Fe particles in combination
with virtual particle size classing then provides indications for beneficiation concepts.
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Figure 5. SEM-AM in particle analysis applications. (a–e) EDS spectral mapping and particle analysis
(coarse pixels) for the characterisation of various grains in a sieved heavy mineral concentrate from a
river sand. The pixels corresponding to generically labelled EDS spectra are coloured according to the
ilmenite to leucoxene (rutile) natural weathering sequence. (f–i) EDS spectral map views and BSE image
of zoned tantalite-columbite grains in an ore concentrate from Africa with an unknown provenance.
Growth direction of oscillatory zonation is indicated by arrows. (k) Frame view of an EDS spectral map
from a sewage sludge ash sample, see legends of (l,m). (l,m) Details of sewage sludge ash particles as
seen in spectral map with legends combining mineralogical and generic spectra labelling. The legends
below the particles are arranged according to decreasing pixel number representing the area %.
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4.2.2. Nb-Ta Ore Fingerprinting

The Analytical Fingerprint (AFP) method is a scientific tool which can be used to check the
documented origin and provenance of tin, tungsten, and tantalum (3T) ore mineral shipments. AFP is
designed as an optional proof of origin within the framework of mineral certification. The process
of AFP combines geochemical features of ore grains analysed by LA-ICP-MS with SEM automated
mineralogy of ore concentrates in grain mounts [10,62–66]. Six grain mounts of Nb-Ta ore concentrate
of unknown African origin were investigated using EDS analysis, SEM-AM as well as transmitted
light and reflected light microscopy [67]. Costly further methods such as LA-ICP-MS and U-Pb
dating of the mineral grains which are enclosed in routine AFP methodology by the Bundesanstalt
für Geowissenschaften and Rohstoffe (BGR) were not applied. One aim of the investigation was to
test the feasibility of SEM-AM alone to encircle the provenance of the samples despite the limited
analytical methodology. Results were compared with published data from various authors. Tantalite,
columbite-(Fe), columbite-(Mn) as well as microlith and tapiolite-(Fe) were determined as Nb-Ta
minerals in the samples by EDS spectral mapping. The stoichiometrically overlaying Nb-Ta minerals
can be sorted in the columbite quadrilateral with tapiolite (FeTa2O6), tantalite (MnTa2O6), columbite-(Fe)
(FeNb2O6) and columbite-(Mn) (MnNb2O6) endmembers. Minor constituents and accessory minerals
of the samples such as cassiterite, wolframite, garnet, iron oxides, tourmaline, staurolite, orthopyroxene,
primary and secondary mica are indicators that the host rock of the samples may be a metasedimentary
rock. The absence of feldspar, sulphides, secondary tourmaline, quartz, and the abundance of iron
oxides are indications of possible greisenisation. The cumulative grain size distribution curves of the
samples are indicators of artisanal mining, which is carried out in many coltan deposits in Africa.
The mineral associations and a characteristic sequence of various oscillatory zonation trends of the
columbite-tantalite minerals document a fractionation trend of Nb-Ta analogous to Fe-Mn described
from Kibara deposits [65]. For visualising the zonations, a list of generically labelled reference EDS
spectra which enclose variations of the Ta contents in tantalite has been established (Figure 5f–i).
The oscillatory zonation trends provide evidence that the samples originate from the same deposit,
despite their different modal compositions. Occurrence of tapiolite-(Fe) is a strongly limiting argument
for the origin of the samples [9] on the African continent and signals Rwanda and the Democratic
Republic of Congo. A further limitation based exclusively on tapiolite-(Fe) is not representative due to
the limited availability of comparative data. The Manono-Kitotolo deposit (Democratic Republic of
Congo) appears as a possible source for the samples, as both mineralogy of some of the pegmatite
zones of the deposit match and an intense greisenisation is known. Due to the low number of
investigated samples and the lacking complementary LA-ICP-MS data, this statement is not statistically
representative. However, the case study documents the usefulness of the SEM-AM for materials
fingerprinting when comparative data are available.

4.2.3. Sewage Sludge Ashes

Sewage sludge ashes (SSA) are an artificial product from the incineration of residual sludge from
sewage treatment plants when previous disposal choices are no longer a legal option. The waste
management sector started working on commodity recovery from materials previously regarded
as disposable. In consequence, industrial ashes are now categorised as potential resources [68].
Due to its considerable contents, sewage sludge ash (SSA) turned into the focus of the recovery
of phosphorous [22]. SSA is not only complex in composition, but also diverse, depending on
provenance, incineration parameters and other factors. In order to optimise recovery techniques, it is
necessary to characterise the primary ash particles in terms of their phosphorous and related element
contents, their phase associations, particle and grain sizes, shapes and aggregations. In addition,
after experiments with acid leaching, the residual particles need thorough investigation. The X-ray
diffractometry (XRD) cannot measure all essential parameters, as the SSA are composed of fine-grained
polyphase particles with many amorphous components. Therefore, the EDS spectral mapping method
of SEM-AM has been applied as a novel method to powder samples of untreated, treated, digested,
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rinsed and dried SSA in polished grain mounts. The goal was to study phosphate phase associations
and their behaviour towards chemical processes [22,34]. For a better resolution of the BSE image,
for the analyses, the upper BSE grey level was calibrated at a maximum value of 254 with Cu instead
of gold. Particles smaller than 10 µm were identified by a single measurement point. Fractions of the
sample are given in area-% since the density of SSA material is difficult to assess. Keeping proportions
representative, densities (even of identified crystalline minerals) were set to one, so that the mode
in % of the sample refers to area-%. Proportions of the elemental contents in the reference spectra
are in weight-%; thus, shares of phosphorus within the material are also in wt%. EDS spectra of SSA
turned out to be complex (Figure 3h), with a multitude of peaks for Si, Al, Ca, Fe, S and P at various
counts. Further elements found are Ba, Cl, Cr, Cu, K, Mg, Mn, Na and Ti. Due to small grain sizes and
transitions between grains of different compositions, there are also some “mixed” spectra which display
a combination of peaks from elements in adjacent grains. These conditions, in addition to amorphous,
artificially produced material phases, render an interpretation of the spectra with mineral names as
impossible. As a consequence, the list of reference EDS spectra is then composed by natural minerals
as quartz, and generically labelled EDS spectra of particles according to their compositional ranges of
elements (Figure 5k–m). A further refinement of the investigation is possible: Using the EDS elemental
analysis for quantifying the Si, Al, Ca, Fe, S and P-contents, 53 spectra were collected from the samples,
which were subsequently used as generically labelled reference spectra for the classification [34].
The classified sample spectra then were grouped under target-element aspects, phosphorus (P) in this
case. Spectra groups summarising the spectra within a range of P-contents (in wt%) are then named
descriptively according to the P contents, for example <1 %P, 5–10 %P, 10–15 %P, >15 %P. This step is
called the target component grouping. Such a target-element focused classification has been also used
for QEMSCAN for investigation of eudialyte acid digestion residue [69].

There is an interesting tendency of elemental complexity (number of elements detected) decreasing
as P-content rises. With regard to incineration, the reorganisation of P-phases from those generated
during P-precipitation in wastewater treatment to those present in ashes does currently not favour
a clean recovery of calcium-phosphates. P-recovery always had to deal with Al, Fe and other major
elements in the process [70]. In phosphate recycling, recovering a few other elements in addition
to P is desirable as it reduces the need for product purification. Particles classified by three distinct
EDS spectra are exclusively present in the untreated SSA material. In conclusion, these particles were
completely resolved by acid digestion. The amount of such dissolvable particles varies and can be
controlled by a pre-digestive thermochemical treatment. Thus, thermochemical treatment resulted
in an improved P-recovery [22,34]. In that way, SEM-AM studies of SSA can help to assess different
combustion regimes and their suitability towards P-recovery.

4.3. Slags and Ceramics

The characterisation of slags is a very challenging task. It starts by the sample preparation by
mounting the often porous material in epoxy blocks and continues in choosing a suitable analytical
method. A bulk chemical analysis appears as less problematic. The XRD-Rietveld methods may
identify and quantify crystallised phases at modes of >1 wt%, dependent on the material, but mainly
fail to characterise the often dominant amorphous or glassy phases. Slags are encountered in numerous
domains. They are studied in an archaeological context [71] and for estimations of the environmental
impacts and/or the raw material potential of slag heaps. The understanding and optimisation of
pyro-metallurgical primary production and recycling processes is a recently growing field of slag
characterisation. Waste of electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE) is one of the fastest growing
waste streams globally. Therefore, recycling of the valuable metals of this stream plays a vital role in
establishing a circular economy. The smelting process of WEEE leads to significant amounts of valuable
metals and rare earth elements (REEs) trapped in the slag phase. The effective manipulation of this
phase transfer process necessitates detailed understanding. Adequate process control is required to
bring these metal contents into recoverable structures [72].
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An alternative way for the phosphorus recycling strategy of sewage sludge is the transformation
into a slag under high temperatures. Corresponding experiments were performed by the combustion
of sewage sludge in ceramic crucibles. The ceramic crucibles with the slag were cut into plates,
embedded in epoxy blocks, and then polished and studied by SEM-AM. The EDS spectral mapping is
the recommended method, as the slag matrix and the embedded needle-like grains have relatively
similar grey levels in BSE imaging (Figure 6a–c). The reference spectra have been generically labelled
for the classification [34,73]. The matrix of the slag is dominated by an oxygen-bearing glassy phase
with 11 wt% P, 9 wt% Ca and 7 wt% Fe (normalised to 100 wt%), where needle-shaped grains with
10 wt% P and 11 wt% Ca are randomly distributed (Figure 6b–d). Particles in the slag may contain
maximal 18 wt% of P. Fe-rich particles are concentrated at the free surface of the slag (Figure 6d).
This allows a quantified comparison of experimental slags generated under variable parameters like
combustion temperatures, oxygen fugacity conditions and sewage pre-treatment processing.

Another emerging field where SEM-AM can be applied outside the traditional mineral processing
domain is the study of ceramics, pottery and stoneware. As slags, the ceramics, pottery and stoneware
are often investigated in an archaeological context in order to identify raw material sources and
provenance [15,17,74]. Pottery from the Cycladic Bronze Age site of Akrotiri (Thera) was analysed
by SEM-AM involving EDS spectral mapping measurements by QEMSCAN [15]. On the other
hand, firing and calcination experiments give knowledge about the ancient production processes [75].
To obtain more precise estimates on the temperature regime of sequential ceramic transformations
recorded in Sueki sherds from the Nakadake archaeological kiln site cluster (southern Japan), a series
of firing experiments along well-controlled temperature-time paths and reducing conditions has
been performed [17]. The firing was carried out in sloping single-chamber tunnel kilns at reducing
conditions and temperatures exceeding 1000 ◦C. Set in a vitrified matrix (glass, mullite, minor spinel
and cristobalite), quartz and feldspar constitute ubiquitous clast components. The varying degree
of vitrification (15–60 wt% glass phase) and reversely correlated modal proportions of quartz and
feldspar clasts likely reflect superposed effects of varying exposure time to peak-firing temperature
and temperature gradients in the kilns [17]. Comparison of the feldspar melting phenomena in
experiments with the archaeological samples suggests that firing temperatures did not exceed ca.
1150 ◦C [17]. Apart from temperature, the soaking time may influence the reaction process during
firing. Experiments with an increased soaking time of 48 h have been performed on clay samples
from the Nakadake archaeological kiln site. The illitic clay closely matches the bulk chemistry and
particulate mineralogy of low-fired sherds recovered from the site [76]. Firing experiments on dried
clay plates (25 × 45 × 5 mm) were performed in 50 ◦C steps over the temperature range from 700 ◦C to
1250 ◦C, using a N2-flushed tube furnace. After a soaking time of 48 h, the furnace was switched off and
the ceramic slabs allowed to cool-down slowly [77]. Petrographic thin sections were produced from the
firing experiments and investigated by the EDS spectral mapping mode with SEM-AM. As the material
is composed by natural mineral grains as quartz and feldspars, and also by glass phases induced by
the melting of feldspars and the clay minerals, two sets of reference EDS spectra were combined for
classification (Figure 7). One set of spectra includes the minerals of the raw material. The other set
was established by generic labelling of EDS spectra from glassy areas. The latter was completed in
a stepwise manner by several classification steps. After a first classification, some larger domains
of “unknown” remained in the sample. Then, further spectra were gained from these “unknown”
domains and added to the reference spectra set for a second round of classification. By repetition of the
steps, a high degree of areal coverage of classified sample domains has been achieved. By means of
SEM-AM, a quantitative comparison of the experiments at different temperatures to the archaeological
material is possible. The SEM-AM results allow for comparing the experimental results not only for
the temperature, but also for other parameters like the soaking time [77].
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Figure 6. SEM-AM applied for the characterisation of a slag produced by melting of sewage sludge in a
ceramic crucible. (a) Slag in a backscattered electron image (BSE). (b) Corresponding EDS spectral map
of the slag. (c) BSE image of square marked in (b). (d) Details of slag in spectral map from (b). Needles
and grains of P-Ca phases appear with random spatial distribution in a glassy phosphorous-calcium
matrix. Fe-particles are enriched at the surface of the slag.
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Figure 7. SEM-AM applied for the characterisation of firing experiment products for reproducing
the historical stoneware production, modified from [17,77]. (a,b) BSE image and related EDS spectral
map of a measurement frame of the experimental product at 950 ◦C. (c,d) BSE image and related
spectral map of experimental product at 1250 ◦C. Angular quartz fragments, plagioclase, K-feldspar,
chlorite and enstatite grains are embedded in a matrix composed of diverse glassy phases. Matrix
components are characterised by generically labelled EDS spectra and correspondingly coloured pixels.
Area percent of components and matrix refer to the complete sample. Note the differences in modal
proportions of matrix phases in area %.

5. Conclusions

SEM-AM is a combined analytical tool of upgrading an SEM. It was initially developed and adopted
for the fast and effective characterisation of metal-bearing ores and their processing products. A main
driving force of SEM-AM development was to control and improve the effectivity of mineral processing.

The SEM-AM is organised in several successive steps (1–3) which can be controlled and adopted
by the users. A measurement begins by the collection of a BSE image and its processing by various
image analysis software routines (step 1). In step 2, the electron beam is focussed to induce EDS spectra
at selected points according to the adjustments of the BSE image analysis. Step 3 is the classification of
the gained sample EDS spectra against a list of approved reference EDS spectra. Different algorithms
of the EDS spectra classification are realised by the various SEM-AM software providers.

Combinations of steps 1 and 2 lead to the principal SEM-AM measurement routines (1) point
counting modal analysis; (2) particle analysis; (3) sparse phase search, and (4) EDS spectral mapping.
These can be applied for the characterisation of natural and artificial electron-beam stable particulate,
granular and solid massive materials. The routine (1) follows the traditional point counting method for
estimation of the modal contents of different phases in a sample and provides no further information on
particle properties and geometries. The particle analysis (2) measurement routines are designed for the
analyses of grain mounts with 104–106 particles for addressing the special tasks in mineral processing
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and mining. This measurement routines allows the quantification of modal mineralogy, calculated
assay, sizes and geometries of particles and grains as well as association and liberation of particles with
different chemical compositions within a bulk sample and without previous phase separations. This is
not possible by conventional sedimentological particle size and size distribution analysis methods.
The sparse phase search measurement routines (3) were developed to find rare phases like small grains
of gold and platinum group minerals which is hard and time-consuming in a manual search. BSE
triggers allow for focusing the SEM-AM sparse phase search on other interesting phases. The EDS
spectral mapping methods appear as the most versatile routines to resolve intra-particle details,
chemical zonation and phase relationships in combination with the full particle sizes and geometries.

The application of SEM-AM requires a high-quality preparation of the samples. Grain mounts
with epoxy raisins in blocks and on glass, epoxy-embedded hard material fragments and epoxy-glued
thin (30 µm) and thick (100 µm) sections on glass are the mostly used compounds. The detection and
selection of a suitable epoxy type and mixture which does not evaporate under high vacuum conditions
and remains stable under the electron beam after hardening is one of the principal challenges in sample
preparation. The other difficulty is the development of sample-specific multi-step polishing procedures
to produce relief-free planar surfaces in samples containing phases of very different hardness.

As demonstrated by several case studies in this contribution, the EDS spectral mapping
measurement methods appear to have the most promising potential for novel applications apart from
metal-bearing ores and mineral processing. This especially concerns the SEM-AM applications to
artificial materials such as ashes, slags and ceramics. It has to be clarified that the complete identification
of minerals and their denotation through the classification of their EDS spectra remains incomplete.
For this, a full and reliable mineral identification requires additional XRD data. It also appears that
XRD data identifies phases which appear in microcrystalline aggregates and not in larger grains.
Many of the materials which potentially could be characterised by SEM-AM consist of microcrystalline,
amorphous and glassy phases. In such cases, the generic labelling of reference EDS spectra and their
subsequent target component grouping allow an interesting utilisation of the SEM-AM for novel
studies not feasible by other analytical methods.
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